There are amazing runners in the world!!
For the translation into English see below

I often run the local hills with young runners.

A 71 years old Dutch finished Rotterdam Marathon in 2:55:20!!

Jo Schoonbroodt

Sunday, October 24th of last year, 71 years old Jo Schoonbroodt had ran
Rotterdam Marathon (NL) in 2 hours 55 minutes 20 seconds. We had interviewed
him via e-mail.
Actually, I had ran Maas Marathon (September 19th, Belgium) 4 weeks
before Rotterdam and had finished in 2:56:36. It was my first Marathon
in my 70s. I suppose it has actually turned into a good long training
which had resulted running 2:55:20 in Rotterdam.
I started running at the age of 36 and had my first sub 3 hour marathon
when I was 43. My personal best is 2:41:01 which I made at the age of
54. I’ve had 73 times sub 3 marathons until now.
Because many races had been cancelled in the past two years, I had set
a new challenge to myself: “how many kilometers I can run after
reaching 70”. In January I had run 724km, February 699km, and in
March 800km. I’ve been running around 500-600km per month ever
since. I’m pretty sure this training had resulted in my time in Rotterdam.
I had retired after working 48 years as an system engineer and live now
in a city called Maastricht in the Netherlands. Usually, I run local hills. I
don’t have a specific training menu or schedule. I just run by my feeling
of the day. I do often do fartlek1 training in order to build up my speed. Running regularly with young
athletes maybe another trick to keep my speed. I also believe sharing my experience to young runners
actually keeps me stay young.
I think running marathon under 3hrs is for many runners an ultimate challenge. In order to reach that
goal, you need a lot of sacrifice and training. You also need to face to your body and patiently believe in
yourself. Age does not matter in running. Runner friends in Japan, please enjoy your running!

Photo: Strong running of 71 years old!
Translation Japanese into English : Katie Katsura Unoki
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Running rough terrains, hills and routes with ups and downs, mixing fast and slow tempos.

